Abstract-In this paper, the discrimination of speech and ship-radiated noise has been studied, for their interference with each other in the modern sea war, and a new feature abbreviated as SFSD (the Similarity of the Frequency Spectrum Distribution of two successive signal frames) is introduced. Based on the feature, a new two-stage approach is proposed, which firstly computes the SFSF and classifies the signal into speech or shipradiated noise roughly, and then in the second stage, with the help of context smoothing, the signal are final discriminated in to speech or ship-radiated noise. The algorithm is benchmarked on a large measured data set, with correct recognition accuracy of 96% for ship-radiated noise and that of 92% for speech. Experimental results show that efficiency is exceptionally good.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the use of all kinds of communication equipments in the modern sea war, mutual Interferences have been hard to avoid, and one of which is the interference with each other of speech signals and ship-radiated noise. So, it is necessary to discriminate speech signals with ship-radiated noise correctly, but to now few studies have been done on it.
Fortunately the problem is close to the audio discrimination tasks, such as the speech/music discrimination, and some feature extraction and classification techniques are instructive to our task.
Zhang [1] used features like the energy function, average ZC rate, the fundamental frequency and the spectral peaks tracks, and classified the signals into music, speech, song, environmental sound and silence, etc. They achieved an accuracy of more than 90% in audio segmentation.
Cepstral coefficients and Gaussian mixtures are used by Moreno and Rifkin [2] to model data and a support vector machine is trained for the classification, a performance of 81.8% is reported.
Tzanetakis [3] proposed a real-time classification method using three feature sets (timbre texture, rhythmic content and pitch content). their music/speech classifier has 86% accuracy.
Cooper [4] focus on the similarity matrix, a twodimensional matrix which measures the (dis)similarity between any two instances of the audio, and it can be used in such tasks as audio segmentation, music summarization and beat estimation, and our similarity analysis.
And in many other methods, spectral entropy, sample entropy, time-frequency analysis [5] , histogram equalizationbased features [6] and local discriminating bases (LDB) technique [7] are also used.
The above-mentioned literature show that the general method involves extracting a large number of features and feeding them to a pattern classifier. However, the features extraction is one of the most computationaly expensive tasks and including too many features could provide no benefit if some features are correlated with others.
So, in this paper, only the frequency spectrum is focused on and a new feature abbreviated as SFSD (the Similarity of the Frequency Spectrum Distribution of two successive signal frames) is introduced. And based on the feature, a two-stage discriminating method is proposed, in which the two signals are discriminated roughly in the first stage using SFSD, and then in the second stage, with the help of context smoothing, the final discrimination is realized. Experimental results show that the efficiency is exceptionally good.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS Ship-radiated noises are mainly generated from the work of mechanical equipments of ships, such as the propeller rotation and so on. That is to say, for a ship, its shape, propeller, structure and so on are of the key factors that affect the frequency spectrum of its radiated noise. And in the real condition, within a very short interval, all parts mentioned above change very little and that results in the key factors keep stable. So, the frequency spectrum of the noise will keeps stable within a very short interval such as one second whatever the ship is in any kinds of sailing conditions, thus the frequency spectrums from successive frames will change very little too. Fig.1 (A) shows what has been discussed above. The two curves are calculated form two successive frames in 20-ms duration, and each is normalized. As we analyzed above, the two curves change very little.
But it is quite different for speech signals, just like what shown in Fig.1 (B) . For speech signals, phonemes are the minimum pronounce unit and each of them has its unique and distinct articulation, forming its distinct frequency spectrum. Phonemes constitute words expressing the meaning of the speech signals, and thus, the word that consists of several phonemes will show its distinct frequency spectrum which is different from that of other words with different meaning. So even in a very short interval which is equal to the interval mentioned in ship-radiated noises analysis, the two spectrum curves from successive frames change a lot for the reason of the different phonemes in each frame. Just as what is shown in Fig.1 (B) , the change of the two curves which is calculated in the same way as the curves in Fig.1 (A) is very obvious.
So, from Fig.1 , it can be found that frequency spectrum of two successive frames of speech signal and ship-radiated noise is obviously different, and the difference can be exploited to discriminate speech and ship-radiated noise. Here, the variance of the SFSD ( ) is calculated.
In this section, the discrimination method is implemented based only on SFSD. For each signal segment, the values of SFSD can be acquired after applying FFT to each frame. And then their variance can be calculated. 
A. Feature Extraction
The feature is based on a similarity measure, and a known similarity measure defined on the probability density function is used here:
Given a matured signal segment , the Short-Time Fourier 
Then, the variance of these is calculated because of i SFSD that is more stable than using these features sfsd V i SFSD directly. As shown in Fig.2 , is sufficiently different sfsd V between speech segments and radiated noise segments. And there is an obvious boundary.
B. Threshold Determination and Context Smoothing
To feed the need of real-time processing, some pattern classifier should be avoided and the feature is limited to be used only the . So the threshold and the classifying sfsd V method are obviously significant.
1) Multiple thresholds selection
The threshold determination is based on the histogram of the distribution. Where is the number of whose value is equal to ,
and is the total number of . Fig.3 Context smoothing process is only used to the last two undetermined segments. This procedure introduces a delay of 1 s, which is necessary for the final determination. At the end of this procedure, the category of each segment is decided.
C. Discrimination Procedure of the Algorithms
The discriminator of speech and ship-radiated noises consists of a sequence of tests based on the value of and sfsd V the procedure can be described as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the frequency spectrum of each frame in the given segment by applying a STFT with hamming window. And to improve the performance of the algorithm, each of the distributions can be fitted by some fitting method.
Step 2: Calculate the values of based on the sfsd V similarity measure.
Step 3: Determine the category of the segment according to the given three thresholds and with the help of the context smoothing method
After the three steps above, the speech signals and the ship-radiated noises can be discriminated correctly, and only a little calculation amount is needed, which meets the need of real-time processing without sacrificing performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed algorithm are tested on a large measured data set containing speech signals spoken by a variety of both male and female speakers and ship-radiated noise including many kinds of ships sailing in various sea condition. Both of the data are 400 minutes and their sample frequency is 11025Hz.
The experiment is divided into three parts to assess the performance of the algorithm, as follows:
Data set 1: This data set consists of speech records from male and female speakers at different ages, and 20 seconds segments of each record are intercepted. This set is mainly used to test if the detection algorithm is applicable to all kinds of speech signal and the experimental result is shown in Fig.4 .
Data set 2: This data set consists of different ship-radiated noise records, and its structure is the same as data set 1 except that this set is used to test the feasibility of the algorithm to different kinds of strong background of ship-radiated noise. Its result is shown in Fig.5 .
Data set 3: This data set is very important for the algorithm test because of that it consists of records coming from different speakers in different background of strong shipradiated noise. One result is shown in Fig.6 .
Each figure contains four plots: the first subplot is the final discrimination, where 1 corresponds to radiated noise and 4 corresponds to speech signals; the second subplot is the result without context smoothing, where 1 and 4 is the same as that in the first subplot and 3 corresponds to undetermined speech and 4 corresponds to undetermined speech signals, the third subplot is the distribution, and the fourth subplot is the sfsd V signal amplitude. We can see from these figures that the discriminator is available to all kinds of ship-radiated noises and speech signals. 
The effectiveness of the algorithm is further tested in terms of the percentage of the signal detected correctly using (4), and the detection accuracy of the proposed algorithm is shown in table 1. Table 1 shows the discrimination accuracy of the three experiments using (4), and we can see that the algorithm achieves high consistent accuracies. The lower accuracy of the speech signals are mainly because of the more pause or quiet intervals between words which usually have a low value of too. But the incorrect discriminations of the pause and sfsd V quiet segments in speech signals have little effect to the whole task of discrimination processing.
All the experimental results show that the proposed algorithm using SFSD is exceptionally good for our task and the detection accuracy is acceptable. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective algorithm for speech detection in background of strong ship-radiated noise is presented using a simple feature REST calculated based on spectrum entropy. The algorithm is tested on many kinds of measured data sets and the experiments results illustrate the efficiency of the algorithm. We can conclude that the REST is capable of working well for speech detection in the strong background of ship-radiated noise.
